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Questions

(East coast, Tasmania, 2011)

Please ask questions anytime!
Photos from Tasmanian beaches will act as your prompts.
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The ocean zoo impacts sea level ⇒ be humble as a modeller!
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Some jargon: three steric effects
• L OCAL STERIC EFFECT: changes sea level through changes in the depth
integrated local time tendency of in situ density (Gill and Niiler 1973).
Commonly used to split sea level evolution into thermosteric, halosteric, and
mass changes.
Can be use for both Boussinesq and non-Boussinesq oceans.

• G LOBAL STERIC EFFECT: arises from the time tendency of the global
mean in situ density.
Missing in Boussinesq oceans.
The de facto means for diagnosing global mean sea level in volume
conserving Boussinesq ocean model simulations.
Little insight regarding how physical processes impact global sea level.

• N ON -B OUSSINESQ STERIC EFFECT: contributes to global mean sea level
changes through changes in the depth integrated material time derivative
of in situ density (Greatbatch 1994, Griffies and Greatbatch 2012).
Missing in Boussinesq oceans.
More complicated to diagnose this steric effect than the global steric.
Much insight regarding how physical processes impact global sea level.
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∂ρ
Thermal expansion coefficient, α = − ρ1 ∂Θ

Thermal
expansion × heating = buoyancy change → sea level change.
Figure 1: Climatological mean thermal expansion coefficient at the ocean surface, zonal average, and global
horizontal mean,
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Bay of Fires, Tasmania
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Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments (COREs)

Griffies et al. (2009) proposed using Large and Yeager (2009)
atmospheric state in benchmark global ocean-ice simulations.
Large and Yeager (2004) bulk formula give heat fluxes (effective SST
restoring due to prescribed atmospheric state).
Each group handles salinity/water restoring differently (no consensus)
⇒ imperfect comparison of halosteric effects.
Models have constant geoid and fixed land-sea boundaries.
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Interannual CORE
Interannual CORE simulations use atmospheric state over the years
1948-2007, repeated 5 times to reduce drift (though not fully eliminated!).
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Worth remembering
Differences in CORE simulations arise just from differences in ocean and ice
components, and differences in salinity restoring.
CORE interannual hindcasts cannot remove drift by subtracting a “control”.
This limitation has implications especially for global mean sea level.

Sea level in CORE simulations
Sea level in interannual CORE simulations concerns steric effects.
Gerdes et al. (2006) proposed Greenland meltwater scenario where include
both mass and steric changes (also Stammer 2008, Lorbacher et al 2012).
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Ongoing CORE research with multiple groups
CORE comparison studies are organized through CLIVAR Working Group for
Ocean Model Development (WGOMD), which developed COREs during the
2000s (and helped organize this workshop).
Normal Year Forcing (repeating annual cycle)
Griffies et al. (2009): 500 year quasi-equilibrium

Interannual forcing 1948-2007 repeated five times (analyze last cycle)
Atlantic overturning mean: Danabasoglu & Yeager, et al.
Atlantic overturning variability: Danabasoglu & Yeager, et al.
Sea level: Griffies & Yin, et al.
Southern Ocean: Farneti & Downes, et al.
Arctic Ocean: Gerdes, Wang, & Drange, et al
Souther Atlantic: Treguier et al.
Water masses in thermohaline space: Nurser & Zika, et al.
Others...

CORE simulations and their inter-comparisons play a key role in
evaluating ocean climate models
using them to mechanistically interpret the observed record
educating the modelling community, thus improving simulation quality.
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Dodges Ferry, Tasmania & Chilean volcano sunset
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Global mean heat and temperatue equations

Global mean ocean heat (enthalpy) equation
H = Cp V hρ Θi = Cp M hΘiρ
⇒

∂t H
H
|{z}

=

relative heat tendency

∂t hΘiρ
hΘiρ
| {z }

relative mean temp tendency

+

∂t M
|M
{z }

relative mass tendency

Global mean ocean conservative temperature equation
heat
∂t H = A (Qheat
non-advect + Qadvect )


⇒

∂hΘiρ
∂t }
| {z

tendency mean temp
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Do the CORE ocean models conserve heat?
Ratio online ocean <Θ> to offline <Θ>
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Compare two temp
calculations:
offline ≈ online?
Most models conserve.
Two models fail:
Assimilated model from
MRI: assimilation adds
heat sinks.
HYCOM has spurious
source ≈ 1W m−2 . This
problem has been
known since Megann et
al (2010). Problem is
resolved in more recent
code versions.

year

Time series for the ratio of the global mean annual liquid ocean temperature computed using two
Stephen
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Sea method
level in ocean
modelsthe global
methods, with
one panel
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a blow-up of the other. The online
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Global mean sea level equation

Global mean sea level equation
M = V hρi ⇒

∂η
∂t
|{z}

=

global mean tendency

Qm
hρi
|{z}

global mean volume flux

V
−
A
|




1 ∂ hρi
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}

global steric change

Global mean steric sea level equation

steric


∂η
V
1 ∂ hρi
= −
∂t
A hρi ∂t
{z
}
| {z }
|

global mean steric tendency
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Global mean temp and steric sea level for 5 cycles
Global mean ocean temperature (5cycles)
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Global steric sea level
largely follows global
mean ocean temperature.
Most of the model drift
occurs in early cycles,
though some continue.
Drift cannot be readily
removed in CORE
hindcast simulations.
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Steric sea level rise for 5th CORE forcing cycle
Global mean steric sea level (5th CORE cycle)
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Drift smaller, but still an
issue.
1993-2007 shows a
consensus of global steric
rise.
Rise for most models
during 1993-2007 is
comparable to
observations, though
many on the low side.

year

Time series for global mean steric induced sea level in the fifth cycle of the CORE-IAF simulations.
panel shows the global mean sea level arising from global steric effects, referenced to the start of the
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Running sum global mean boundary heat fluxes

Running sum global mean heat flux (5th cycle)
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Some models continue to
cool between 1948-2007.
Perhaps insufficient
heating in CORE
atmospheric state...?
Yet all models start year
1993 with less heat than
complete 2007.

Because of this general
agreement that the
−20
models rise after 1993,
and because this
−30
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corresponds to start of
year
altimeter era, we analyze
re 10: Time series for the running sum of the global mean heat flux entering the ocean for the CORE-IAF
ulations. It is this heat flux that drives the evolution of global heat according to equation (28) (see Appendix
trends just over years
which in turn impacts on global mean temperature according to equation (33). The 15 year (years 19937) time mean heat flux (W m ) is indicated in the legend. The MRI-assim model does not conserve heat,
1993-2007.
−10

−2

s boundary heat flux, which is an order of magnitude larger than the other models, is largely balanced by
nternal heat sink. Note that all but two models exhibit an upward trend in heat accumulation starting at year
3, with this year denoted by the vertical black line.
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Heat content & thermosteric change for 1993-2007
Heat content for 0−700m relative to 1993
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Heat content and thermosteric sea level in
upper 700 m compared to Domingues,
Ishii, and Levitus observational analyses.
Models generally at low end of
observations.
Intriguing agreement with Domingues’
temporal variability, which is missing in
Levitus and Ishii analysis.
Deep ocean barely different from zero,
except in some models. Deep ocean
changes still experiencing lots of drift.
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Time series for the ocean heat content and the thermosteric induced sea level computed over the
m and over the depth range 700-2000 m. For the upper ocean heat and thermosteric sea level, we
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Maria Island, Tasmania
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Steric sealevel 1993-2007 as function of depth

Figure 5: Time series for the horizontally integrated annual mean contributions to steric induced sea level as a
function of depth (in metres), during the years 1993-2007 of the fifth CORE cycle. The units are millimetres, and
the vertical sum yields the time series for the steric induced global mean sea level in the second panel of Figure

4. The upper 700
m is stretched
relative to the
deeper ocean, thus highlighting
the more relevant
upper oceanmagnitude.
Upper 700 m models
show
some
similarities,
though
distinct
trends. Results from FSU-HYCOM and Bergen are not available on depth surfaces, and so are omitted here.
Deep ocean drifts mostly warming, though some cool.
Note laarge changes
in the
model;to huge
internal
justified to some
degree assimilated
by the generally small contributions
global mean
sea level from sinks balancing
halosteric effects (see Section A5 and Figure 24). However, Figure 7 shows that some modhuge surface fluxes.
els exhibit a nontrivial halosteric effect when focusing on regions in the vertical rather than the
536
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538
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Steric and thermosteric sealevel versus depth

Figure 5: Time series for the horizontally integrated annual mean contributions to steric induced sea level as aFigure 6: Time series for the horizontally integrated annual mean contributions to thermosteric induced sea level
function of depth (in metres), during the years 1993-2007 of the fifth CORE cycle. The units are millimetres, andas a function of depth (in metres), during the years 1993-2007 of the fifth CORE cycle. The units are millimetres.
the vertical sum yields the time series for the steric induced global mean sea level in the second panel of FigureThe vertical sum yields approximately the time series for the steric induced global mean sea level in the second
4. The upper 700 m is stretched relative to the deeper ocean, thus highlighting the more relevant upper oceanpanel of Figure 4. The upper 700 m is stretched relative to the deeper ocean, thus highlighting the more relevant
trends. Results from FSU-HYCOM and Bergen are not available on depth surfaces, and so are omitted here. upper ocean trends. Results from FSU-HYCOM and Bergen are not available on depth surfaces, and so are
omitted here.

Close correlation between steric and thermosteric.

Some cooling in spots that seems to correspond across the models
(volcanic?).

justified to some degree by the generally small contributions to global mean sea level from
542
with the observational estimates, with the abyssal thermosteric change difficult to distinguish
halosteric effects (see Section A5 and Figure 24). However, Figure 7 shows that some models exhibit a nontrivial halosteric effect when focusing on regions in the vertical rather than543thefrom zero, and the upper ocean thermosteric change of slightly less than 0.5 cm straddled by
544
the models. There are two outliers in the upper ocean, with the NOCS and MRI-assim models
full ocean Stephen
column. ToGriffies
compare (NOAA/GFDL)
the CORE simulations more directly to the observational
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Thermosteric and halosteric sealevel versus depth

Figure 6: Time series for the horizontally integrated annual mean contributions to thermosteric induced sea levelFigure 7: Time series for the horizontally integrated annual mean contributions to halosteric induced sea level as
as a function of depth (in metres), during the years 1993-2007 of the fifth CORE cycle. The units are millimetres.a function of depth (in metres), during the years 1993-2007 of the fifth CORE cycle. The units are in millimetres.
The vertical sum yields approximately the time series for the steric induced global mean sea level in the secondThe vertical sum is neglible compared to the vertical sum of the thermosteric contributions in Figure 6, thus
panel of Figure 4. The upper 700 m is stretched relative to the deeper ocean, thus highlighting the more relevantindicating the dominance for global mean sea level of the thermosteric effects. However, over certain depth
upper ocean trends. Results from FSU-HYCOM and Bergen are not available on depth surfaces, and so areranges, halosteric effects can be important for some of the models. The upper 700 m is stretched relative to the
omitted here.
deeper ocean, thus highlighting the more relevant upper ocean trends. Results from FSU-HYCOM and Bergen
are not available on depth surfaces, and so are omitted here.

Halosteric effects generally much smaller, with exceptions.
Thermosteric and halosteric trends roughly anti-correlated (partial density
compensation); a signal of advective-induced changes.
with the observational estimates, with the abyssal thermosteric change difficult to distinguish

547byACCESS, FESOM, and MRI-assim have significantly larger thermosteric rise than suggested by
from zero, and the upper ocean thermosteric change of slightly less than 0.5 cm straddled
548
the observational estimates.
the models. There are two outliers in the upper ocean, with the NOCS and MRI-assim models
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Maria Island, Tasmania
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Vertically integrated 1993-2007 temperature trends
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Zonal 1993-2007 temp trends w/ Durack’s analysis

◦
−1
Figure 12:
Linear trend in zonally averagedSea
annual
temperature
1993-2007
Stephen Griffies
(NOAA/GFDL)
levelmean
in ocean
models (units C m yr ) for the years February
19, 2013
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Comments on 1993-2007 temperature trends

North Atlantic subpolar gyre shows general warming amongst the model
suite.
Warming penetrates to deep ocean.
Mechanism associated with changes to the overturning circulation, with
enhanced northward advective transport bringing heat into subpolar gyre
(Yeager et al 2012).

General warming in west Pacific and cooling in east (more later).
A few models show cooling in the Weddell Sea and in locations on the
poleward flank of the ACC.
Rather broad model agreement (“eye metric” of Phil Jones).
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Bruny Island neck, Tasmania
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Time mean 1993-2007 dynamic sea level (ζ = η − η)
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RMS zonal mean dynamic sea level relative to AVISO
Zonal mean RMS DSL error
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Figure 14: Zonal mean of the root-mean-square
error in the 1993-2007 time mean dynamic sea level (Figure
qR
R
13). This error was computed as
dx (ζ − ζ obs )2 / dx, where ζ obs is the dynamic sea level taken from the

Very good agreement in low latitudes.

AVISO product detailed in the caption to Figure 13, and the zonal integral extends over the World Ocean. The
satellite
measurements
only the latitudes
60◦in
N −general,
60◦ S , so errors
polar latitudes
are unknown.
The
High
latitudescover
especially
tough
duein the
to more
complex
physical
zonal mean error for the ensemble mean sea level pattern is shown here in solid black. Note the generally small
processes.
error in the lower latitudes and larger error in the higher latitudes.

Ensemble mean (excluding assimilated model) is nearly the best; NOCS
is tiny bit better,

708

global
the sea level in the
Pacific
The
Pacific35 / 78
Stephenmean,
Griffies whereas
(NOAA/GFDL)
Seaeastern
level in ocean
modelswas just slightly depressed.
February
19, 2013

Time mean 1992-2002 CMIP3 dynamic sea level
(Yin, Griffies, Stouffer 2010)
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density change will be approximate. Additionally, in an
ocean with roughly constant salt content, the dominant
effect on the global mean density change arises from
temperature changes [i.e., thermosteric SLR; Lowe and
Gregory (2006)]. However, climate change is associated
with increased sea ice melt, land ice melt, changing precipitation and evaporation patterns, and salt redistribution in the ocean, thus making the halosteric sea level
change important regionally, such as in the Arctic.

3. Results
a. Ensemble projections of IPCC AR4 climate
models

Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)

In the current climate, the DSL shows both inter- and
intrabasin scale features (Fig. 1; Maximenko and Niiler
2005). The DSL is very low in the Labrador Sea and the
Nordic Seas, which is associated with the cyclonic circulation and deep water formation, and in the Southern
Ocean, which reflects the strong Antarctic Circumpolar
Current (ACC). In contrast, DSL is high in the tropical
and subtropical Pacific and Indian Oceans. On average,
the DSL in the Pacific and Indian Oceans is about 0.4 m
higher than the global mean, whereas in the Atlantic,
Sea level in ocean models

FIG. 2. RMSEs of 17 AR4 models in simulating the present-day
DSL. The ensemble indicates the mean of the 12 IPCC AR4
models used in the present study.

skill of the AR4 models at simulating the DSL, and to
facilitate the selection of models for ensemble projection, we calculate the root-mean-square error («):
«2 5
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Comments about time mean dynamic sea level

Time mean fields for dynamic sea level in CORE are generally more
accurate than for CMIP3 (and presumably CMIP5).
This result is expected since CORE simulations all use the same
atmospheric state derived from reanalysis and satellite measurements.
They do not have biases of atmospheric and land models.
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Linear trends in dynamic sea level 1993-2007
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Ensemble mean linear trend compared to AVISO

West-east gradient in Pacific, though in CORE see overly strong negative
in tropical east Pacific and more broadly spread rise in west Pacific.
Rise in subpolar North Atlantic.
Arctic rise associated with halosteric effects from sea ice changes
(though not fully analyzed yet).
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Partitioning sea level trends (Gill and Niiler 1973)
Time differentiating the hydrostatic balance (pb − pa ) = g
∂η
∂t
|{z}

sea level tendency

=

∂t (pb − pa )
g ρ(η)
|
{z
}
mass tendency

Rη
−H

ρ dz leads to

Z η
1
∂ρ
−
dz
ρ(η) −H ∂t
|
{z
}
local steric tendency

Relates fluctuations in sea level to fluctuations in column mass (bottom
pressure) and fluctuations in density (steric effects).
Partition into thermosteric and halosteric relative to a reference state
1 X
dz [ρ(Θ(τ ), Sr , pr ) − ρ(Θr , Sr , pr )],
ρo
1 X
η halosteric (τ ) − η r = −
dz [ρ(Θr , S(τ ), pr ) − ρ(Θr , Sr , pr )].
ρo

η thermosteric (τ ) − η r = −

Vertical integral can be over depth ranges to see how changes in heat
and salt in that range impact sea level (see Section 4).
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Linear trends 1993-2007 in steric sea level
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Linear trends in 1993-2007 bottom pressure
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Ensemble mean steric & bottom press trends

Figure : Upper left: dynamic sea level; upper right: AVISO trend; lower left: steric
trend; lower right: bottom pressure trend.
Steric effects dominate the dynamic sea level trends.
Agreement with satellite trends is quite reasonable, though with notable
differences in east Pacific (models too strong negative).
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Mass export from south to north: CORE and CMIP3

Mass moves from south to north under warming world (Landerer et al.
2007b).
Associated with warming tending to push mass onto shelves (Landerer et
al. 2007a,b, Yin et al. 2010).
21st century model projections show mass movement to shelves.
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Linear trends in 1993-2007 thermosteric sea level
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Linear trends in 1993-2007 halosteric sea level
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Linear trends in upper 700 m thermosteric 1993-2007

Figure 21: Linear trend in thermosteric sea level computed in the upper 700 m of water for years 1993-2007. The

45
Stephen Griffies
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Sea level in
ocean
February 19, 2013
upper
three panels show estimates from observations
based
on models
analysis of Levitus et al. (2009), Ishii and Kimoto
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Ensemble mean linear trends 1993-2007

Figure : Linear trends over 1993-2007. Upper row: steric. thermosteric, and halosteric.
lower row: 700 m thermosteric, and observational estimates.
Model thermosteric changes mostly in upper 700 m, except for high latitudes in
north and south.
Models get larger thermosteric rise in west Pacific and lower in east.
NAtl rise (rather large in models) corresponds to Levitus and Ishii, but not
Dominges.
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Correlation halosteric and thermosteric trends

Figure 20: Correlation between the time series of halosteric and thermosteric effects over the years 1993-2007
for the fifth CORE cycle. Positive values indicate halosteric and thermosteric effects act in concert to either raise
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Comments on steric patterns

Sea level trends dominated by thermosteric changes.
Notable exceptions where halosteric effects important include Arctic (sea
ice melt), and North Atlantic (AMOC variations bringing salty warm
waters north).
Temporal fluctuations in thermosteric and halosteric sea level are
dominated by negatively correlated partially density compensated
variability. This correlation is a sign of largely advective transport.
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Tessellated Pavement, Eagle Hawk Neck, Tasmania
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Wind stress and Ekman pumping

Figure 22: Time mean wind stress and Ekman suction/pumping velocity over years 1993-2007, as well as their
linear
trends. The wind stress (vectors) is in units
of N m−2 yr−1 , and is the stress applied to February
the ocean
model
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Thermocline trend

Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Comments on Pacific trend

Ekman pumping in west tropical Pacific pushing thermocline waters
down, pushing heat to the west and warming the thermocline.
Opposite happens in the east.
Merrifield (2011) and Merrifield & Maltrud (2011) suggest it arises from
PDO wind variability.
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Sunset at Red Ochre Beach, Dodges Ferry, Tasmania
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Summary points
Global mean thermosteric trends are at the lower end of the observational
estimates, perhaps due to limitations of the CORE atmospheric state.
What about another atmospheric forcing data sets, such as Drakkar forcing
(based on ECMWF reanalysis rather than NCEP)?
Hindcast simulations benefit from direct comparison to observations. But
they suffer from difficulty removing model drift. We cannot rely on the
“crutch” of subtracting a control, which is the method used in CMIP.

CORE simulations yield sensible mean and trend patterns as compared
to observations.
West-east Pacific trends reflected in simulations, largely driven by wind
trends induced west-east thermosteric trends.
North Atlantic subpolar region sea level rise associated with strong warming,
with trend associated with shift in subpolar gyre.
General agreement amonst the models suggests that differences from
observations may be related more to atmospheric forcing than to model
systematic biases.
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Maturity feasible in coupled climate models circa 2022
order of increasing difficulty

non-Boussinesq ocean kinematics

capture full steric effects
useful for analysis and coupling to gravity models (interaction with
geophysics much simpler when seawater mass is indeed gravitational mass!)
not a critical advance, but reasonably simple and convenient (merely need
pressure-based vertical coordinate).

Inverse barometer

sea ice: now done by many free surface models (e.g., GFDL, NEMO)
atmosphere: not done by any coupled model (perhaps I am wrong); its use
will potentially introduce more ocean mixing.

Ocean surface gravity waves

of interest for coastal planning and impacts (e.g., beach erosion)
changes in wave climate can impact sea-ice barriers buffering land ice

ice shelves (e.g., this workshop)

gravitational effects from ice-sheets (self-attraction and loading effects);
feedbacks to ocean circulation and grounding lines
ocean-ice shelf interactions with moving land-sea boundary

Other effects perhaps sufficient to do a posteriori
Glacial isostatic adjustment
Ground water extraction and dams

Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Discussion points
Ocean modelers’s role in the sea level problem is largely in determining
proper representation of
ocean buoyancy (heat and salt)
ocean thermal expansion coefficient α (and haline contraction to a lesser
degree)
transport of buoyancy within the ocean.

Differences in CORE simulations due largely to

resolution
parameterizations (e.g., eddies in Southern Ocean)
surface salinity restoring

Intriguing increase in mass along shelves and corresponding northward
trend in mass. But trends much smaller than steric trends, so will be
difficult to detect.
Ocean-related model enhancements needed for sea level studies.

Conservation of heat and salt essential. This is so basic as to almost go
unsaid. But it should not be taken for granted in all models, particularly
assimilated models and older HYCOM.
Wetting/drying (with perfect mass conservation) to simulate grounding line.
Land models must likewise allow for moving boundaries.
Surface gravity waves for improved air-sea interactions (globally), and
potential interactions with sea ice and ice shelves (folks at Australian
Antarctic
Division).
Stephen Griffies
(NOAA/GFDL)
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Many thanks for your attention

Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)

(Bay of Fires, Tasmania)
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Oceanographer’s kinematic sea level equation
Greatbatch 1994; Griffies & Greatbatch 2012

Lagrangian form of mass conservation
1 dρ
= −∇ · v.
ρ dt
Integrate over a fluid column & surface & bottom boundary conditions:


Z η
 Z η
Qm
1 dρ
∂η
=
−∇·
dz u −
dz
.
∂t
ρ(η)
ρ dt
−H
−H
|
{z
}
surface mass flux + converging horz currents + non-Bouss steric effect

Qm
z

z=η
x, y
 η

 R
 Rη
−∇ ·  dz u − dz
−H

−H

1 dρ
ρ dt

z = −H
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Low frequency balance: mass flux + convergence ≈ 0

Qm
ρ(η)

Z

η

−∇·

dz u



−H

Balance suggests the utility of the Boussinesq approximation, in which we
drop non-Boussinesq steric effect
∂η B
=
∂t


|
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Qm
ρo



Z η

−∇·
dz u .
−H
{z
}

mass flux + converging currents
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Non-Boussinesq pattern ≈ Boussinesq pattern

Non-Boussinesq steric term acts on sea level similarly to surface mass flux.
Both mass flux and non-Boussinesq steric effect initiate a barotropic
response that adjusts global mean sea level (e.g., Greatbatch 1994).
Low frequency patterns largely unaffected by non-Boussinesq steric.
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Unpacked global sea level equation Griffies & Greatbatch 2012
Z 
A ∂t η =

J(Θ) · (α/ρ) − J(S) · (β/ρ) −

globe

ω
ρ c2sound

{z

|



dV.
}

source term from SGS fluxes plus motion across pressure surfaces

Z

dA

+
globe(z = η)

|






Z
α Q(Θ) − β Q(S) + Qm
α Q(Θ)
+
dA
ρ
ρ
globe(z = −H)
{z
} |
{z
}
geothermal heating

surface buoyancy plus mass fluxes

All terms, except mass flux Qm , arise from non-Boussinesq steric effect.
α Qθ −β QS +Qm
ρ(η)

z=η

 η
Rη
 R  α Jθ −β JS +ρ u  
dz
(source) dz − ∇z · 
ρ

−H

−H

z = −H
α Qθ
ρ(−H)
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Effects on global mean sea level from SGS processes
FLUX PROJECTION FORM

sgs source = J(Θ) · ∇(α/ρ) − J(S) · ∇(β/ρ)
Most important term is temperature, due to large variations in α.
Poleward heat transport moves heat to regions of smaller α, as does vertical
diffusion into the abyss
J(Θ) · ∇(α/ρ) < 0.
WEIGHTED FLUX DIVERGENCE FORM

sgs source = −(α/ρ) ∇ · J(Θ) + (β/ρ) ∇ · J(S)
Differs by a total divergence from the flux projection form.
Useful to analyze both forms.
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Boundary heat fluxes

Boundary currents and tropics are key regions.
Geothermal heating is locally ≈ 1000 smaller than surface heating.
Thermal expansion coefficient ≈ 10 times larger in tropics than high
latitudes
Tropical heating is more effective at increasing sea level than high latitude
cooling is at reducing.
Ocean physical processes (e.g., eddy transport and mixing) close budget by
moving heat to regions of smaller α.
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Vertical diffusion (including convection)

For vertical diffusion, the non-Boussinesq steric effect source term is

J(Θ) · ∇ν,Θ + J(S) · ∇ν,S = −D N 2 (N/g)2 + c−2
sound − D (∂z α ∂z Θ − ∂z β ∂z S).
Most regions see reduction of sea level upon vertical mixing.
Dominant term is ∂z α ∂z Θ.
Note mixing raises column center of mass but reduces sea level.
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Neutral diffusion (cabbeling and thermobaricity)

J(Θ) · ∇ν,Θ + J(S) · ∇ν,S = −C And (∇γ Θ)2 −T And ∇γ p · ∇γ Θ .
|
{z
}|
{z
}
cabbeling

thermobaricity

Cabbeling coefficient C > 0, so cabbeling reduces global mean sea level.
Thermobaricity is not sign definite, yet mostly reduces sea level.
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Gent-McWilliams
z=η

isopycnals
GM effect

z=η

GM source = −



N2
ρg



∇γ · (ρ Agm ∇γ z)

GM diffuses isopycnal depth (generally distinct from thickness diffusion).
Erodes curvature in depressed isopycnals by raising γ surfaces, which
produces a negative non-Boussinesq steric effect.
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Downgradient α for GM and submesoscale

Diagnosed as flux projected into gradients of α and β
J(Θ) · ∇(α/ρ) − J(S) · ∇(β/ρ)

Reduces global mean sea level.
Largely a result of heat fluxes directed down the gradient of α.
Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Global budget for sea level (or global volume)
Conserved ocean scalars: mass, heat, salt
Volume is not a conserved scalar in the ocean.
Diagnosing terms contributing to volume budget is not straightforward.

Global sea level budget in a non-Boussinesq ocean-ice CORE simulation
Long-term mean balance between sea level rise from surface fluxes and sea
level drop from heat fluxes moving down gradient of α:
surface heat fluxes ≈ SGS fluxes down α gradient

Time for reaching this balance depends on multiple physical processes.
How will physical processes respond under climate change and thus
impact global mean sea level?
Changes in boundary forcing impart changes to physical processes (e.g.,
eddies and mixing).
Sea level budget altered even without changes to water fluxes.
Ongoing research

Stephen Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
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Details of sea level global budget
section

figure

global ocean mean tendency (m/year)

precipitation
surface shortwave + penetration
river runoﬀ
vertical motion
river mixing
geothermal heat
Joule heat (not in model)
frazil sea ice
ice/ocean salt flux

2.3
3.4.1
2.3
3.2
3.4.1
3.4.1
3.4.1
3.4.1
3.4.2

2
7
2
4
8
7
9

1 × 100
3 × 10−1
1 × 10−1
7 × 10−4
6 × 10−4
8 × 10−5
4 × 10−6
6 × 10−7
6 × 10−7

evaporation
surface latent
surface longwave
surface sensible
vertical diﬀusion
meoscale param
cabbeling
boundary horiz diﬀusion
thermobaricity
KPP non-local mixing
numerical B-grid smoothing
submesoscale
overflow and exchange mixing
salt restoring

2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
5.1
7
6.6
6.8
6.7
5.2
B2
7
B2
B1

2
2
2
2
10
13
12
12
12
10
13
9

−1 × 100
−2 × 10−1
−1 × 10−1
−2 × 10−2
−5 × 10−3
−2 × 10−3
−8 × 10−4
−7 × 10−4
−5 × 10−4
−3 × 10−4
−3 × 10−4
−2 × 10−4
−1 × 10−4
−3 × 10−5

3.4.1
3.4.1
3.2
-

7
2
4
-

9 × 10−3
−9 × 10−3
8 × 10−4
7 × 10−4
3 × 10−4
1 × 10−3

contribution

net surface buoyancy
net subgrid scale
net surface water
vertical motion
sea level trend
residual=buoy+water+sgs+vert motion-trend

Table 1: Table of contributions to the global mean sea level; sections of the paper where they are detailed; figures where certain of
the terms are mapped; and global ocean mean. Blanks indicate no corresponding section in the paper or figure. The global means
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